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By Hazzan Asa Fradkin

This month’s Scroll is dedicated to the
theme of the arts in Israel. To give you an
up close and personal look, I thought I
would interview my good friend Mikhal
Wiener, who is a product of Israel’s rich
artistic culture.
First-generation
American Israeli-born
guitarist and singersongwriter Mikhal
Wiener has an interesting story to tell. Born
in Israel to an American mother and Canadian father, Mikhal
spent the early years of
her childhood in Nashville and then Baltimore while her mother served as cantor
at West End Synagogue in Music City
and then Beth Am synagogue on Eutaw
Place in Baltimore.
As she lounged around the house after
school, she’d hear the sounds of boys and
girls preparing for their b’nai mitzvah
with her mother.Yours truly was one of
those students. These sounds would linger in her ears for many years to come.
But her parents never intended to stay
stateside, so at the age of nine, she was
whisked back to Israel, where she spent
the remainder of her childhood.
Mikhal grew up in Israel with the
sounds of classic rock, via her parents, hip
hop stars HaDag Nachash, among many
others, and, of course, the music of the
synagogue.

Earliest Musical Memories

When I asked Mikhal about her earli-

est memories of music in Israel, she
immediately recalled the melodies of
services in her mother’s congregation,
Mivakshei Derech, on the outskirts of
Jerusalem. She then recalled the soup of
Israeli musical culture,
which embraces western, American music
while also saturating
the airwaves with songs
of political opposition, traditional Middle
Eastern fare in both
Hebrew and Arabic,
and rock songs about
the army.
All of these influences that permeated
the Israeli scene of the late 90s, and are
much the same today, nurtured Mikhal’s
growth as a budding musician and fit
with the profile of a country that, still
in its infancy, is struggling to form an
identity and is in a constant state of selfexamination.
It is a culture that at once embraces
American music in its sentimental romanticism, while hewing strongly to gritty performers like HaDag Nachash who
use their poetry to critique the political
realities of Israeli life. Even the name of
the band is a clever play on words, in
which the common bumper sticker “Nahag Hadash” or New Driver, is inverted
to create a nonsensical band name “The
Fish Snake.”
But it is appropriate because this
group is most famously known for its
“Sticker” song. The song brilliantly adcontinued on page 4
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Sunday, January 21, 10:00 am

Professor Meital Orr

Professor Meital Orr of Georgetown
University will speak on “The ‘Other’ in
Israeli-Arab Literature.” The lecture is
co-sponsored by the Am Yisrael Chai
Committee, Sisterhood, Men’s Club,
and the Library Committee.
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This talk will probe views of the
Jewish “other” in the literature of
Arabs, both Palestinian and Israeli.
ON BET
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From the inception of the state of
EG
Israel until today, the Arabs in these
regions have struggled with Jewish
presence, and the political battle
E
has become internalized both psyEY
TH
H
EME OF T
chologically and artistically in their
literature. The depictions of the Jew have been both overt
and covert, and as diverse as their writers. They range from
“ally” to “foe”, “lover” to “occupier”, and “outsider” to “other”,
with all their attendant myriad of complexities. We will ask
(and answer) questions such as: What have been the major
thematic depictions of the Jew in Arab literature? How
have the depictions changed over time, and which authors
initiated the changes? What are some contemporary depictions today, and what prognosis might we venture about
future directions? Among the many authors we will cover
are Emile Habiby, Ghassan Kanafani, Mahmoud Darwish,
Tawfiq Fayyad, Salah Ta’mari, Samir El-Youssef, Rula Jebreal,
and Sayed Kashua.
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Annual Daniel Mann
Literary Luminary Event

Havdalah

Saturday, February 3, 7:30 pm
in a private home
Sisterhood and Men’s Club are jointly
planning a special spiritual and
musical Havdalah service and social
evening. Refreshments will be served.
More details will follow.
RSVP by January 29 to Margi Kramer or
Wynne Sitrin at
sisterhoodevent@bethelmc. org.

January B’nai Mitzvah
January 6: Ila Gordon
January 20: Adult B’nai Mitzvah

We Recognize Destruction and We Dedicate to Life
By Shelley and Adam Ducker

You may not have expected a remembrance event for a surThe ripples of the Hermanuv Mestec community can
viving Torah scroll from the Holocaust to be joyous, but at
be felt around the world: Beth El is the keeper of one of 12
the rededication of Beth El’s oldest Torah – a scroll original- scrolls from Hermanuv Mestec, with the others reaching
ly written over 200 years ago and regularly used for much of from North Carolina to Colorado to New Zealand to Tasits life by the Jews in the small Czech village of Hermanuv
mania.
Mestec – congregants and community found exactly that.
The journeys of these Torahs “started with a terrible story
On December 3, 1942, the Nazis transported the Herbut ended up with great stories of rededication to Jewish
manuv Mestec Jews to the Terezin work camp, and from
life,” said Petr Papousek, president of the Federation of Jewthere, most were sent to their death at Auschwitz. Seventyish Communities in the Czech Republic, following remarks
five years later, here at Beth El on December 3, 2017, we
by David Frous, a first secretary at the Czech embassy.
Living a Double Life
remembered and we celebrated Jewish peoplehood today
Marit Meissner, a survivor of the Nazi occupation of Czech
and the power of Torah to bind the past, present, and future
lands who got out as a teenager via France and then Spain,
together across time, place, and community.
shared her story. Cellist
“This Torah scroll
Jacqueline Birn, also a
is not about the past
survivor of that time,
and not about death. It
played a piece. Mark
is about choosing life,”
Talisman, president of
Rabbi Greg Harris reProject Judaica Founminded attendees at the
dation, spoke about the
rededication ceremony.
importance of preserv“The last time a teenaging history. “You are
er read from this scroll in
living a double life,”
Hermanuv Mestec, the
he said. “You are living
world was completely
the life that the people
different. Today, we are
of Hermanuv Mestec
here and we continue
couldn’t. We cannot
to choose Torah and to
forget any of this in
choose life,” said Rabbi
Harris. He introduced
The Holocaust Torah is brought into the chapel during the ceremony. your Torah’s home
here.”
16-year-old Max Port- Photo by Rabbi Harris
The scroll has been restored by a local sofer so that its
noy to read from the scroll and to, in a very real, visible way,
condition is stabilized and can be effectively preserved. Inbring the past, present, and future of this Torah scroll, and of
terestingly, the shul leadership chose to not have the scroll
the Jewish community, to life.
Amir Family Connection
made “kosher” so that it can be displayed unfurled - which is
The Torah made its way here with the aid of the Amir famwhere you will find it in the main hallway outside the sancily, Beth El members whose long family history in Czech
tuary now and for years to come.
lands includes relatives as far back as the Maharal of Prague,
“Our prayer,” said Rabbi Harris, “is that as this scroll has
a Talmudic scholar who led the Jewish community there in
witnessed the depravity of the human condition, it will also
the 1500s.
witness the love and caring of our community as we honor
For their daughter Dalia’s bat mitzvah in 1991, the family it here at Congregation Beth El.”n
began exploring the location of Czech Torah scrolls. Thanks
to the leadership of the Amir family, the scroll here today
For more history and information about the
is on permanent loan from the Westminter Scroll Trust in
Jewish community of Hermanuv Mestec, see the
London. As part of the rededication ceremony, Max read
Wikipedia article at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
verses from Dalia’s bat mitzvah portion (Gen. 37:12-14), and
Hermanuv_Mestec
Dalia’s own children read poems penned by prisoners in
Terezin.
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A Peek Into the Evolving Israeli Film Industry
By Itsik Sayag as told to Dan Bender

Itsik is Beth El’s shaliach.
around, is that Israel might win the best foreign film Oscar
There is a lot happening in the Israeli film industry today. for Foxtrot. It’s coming to D.C. in February. It’s about the
There are several major changes that have affected the intrauma of parents who lost their son in the line of duty in
dustry over the past few years.
the army. It won the Venice Film Festival Silver Lion grand
One of the two best known actors in Israel, Ronit
jury prize and swept the Ophir Awards, Israel’s equivalent of
Elkabetz, died about two years ago, in the summer of 2015.
the Oscars.
She was in all of the biggest Israeli movies. Just a few films
Another big change is the emphasis on culture in Israel.
she was in were Shiva (Seven), Orr
The current minister of culture,
(Gold), and The Band’s Visit. She
Miri Regev, is controversial (she
was amazing. It was a very big loss
has publicly criticized the director
for the Israeli film industry.
of Foxtrot, Samuel Maoz, regardAlso in the summer of 2015, the
ing one scene in the movie) but
other equally famous actor in Israeli
has also put culture on the map.
film, Moshe Ivgy, was the subject
I think more people know her
of a police investigation. (Think
name now than that of the de#MeToo.) Since the investigation
fense minister. She’s superfamous
Promotional image from the film Foxtrot
of Ivgy, I know of at least one film
and is doing everything she can
that the distributor has not released yet depending on what
to promote Middle Eastern culture. She’s Sephardic and
happens with the investigation.
is fighting the Ashkenazi elite who, until now, have always
The bright spot from these two changes is that the film
controlled the Ministry of Culture. Before, movies were
industry brings a lot of new faces and a lot of new names.
about things like elderly people in Tel Aviv or the IsraeliIt’s a good thing. There are new voices and subjects for films. Palestinian conflict. Now there are more movies about comThe Ethiopian community wasn’t so familiar in Israeli film.
munities outside the big cities and groups underrepresented
There are more films about their community and culture.
in film. Regev has made the movie industry reflect many
You see it on prime time TV as well. Comedies and dramas, more aspects of Israeli culture.
new Ethiopian actors, writers, directors – you can see more
Israel has always had a vibrant film scene that continues
and more.
to evolve in new and interesting ways no one would have
Another good thing, according to the rumor going
predicted even a few years ago. n

FROM THE CLERGY continued from page 1

dresses the hundreds of political slogans people plaster on
their cars in Israel about issues from the Palestinians to local
politics.
Mikhal was a big fan of the band since she and Shaanan
Streett, its lead vocalist, came from the same high school, the
Rubin Academy ( now the Jerusalem Academy of Music and
Dance), an elite high school for the arts at Hebrew University. There she studied classical voice and composition. She
didn’t know exactly where this would take her, but she’d
been swept up in the wave of artistic expression and found
that she had something to say and quite a bit of talent as well.

Competing Voices

After the army, Mikhal decided to attend the Rimon Conservatory in Tel Aviv and studied jazz composition and
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performance. While there, she met a group of women who
would become family to her and together they formed an
extraordinary band called Banot. But Rimon doesn’t offer a
degree, so Mikhal moved to the United States with her four
new best friends to attend Boston’s Berklee College of Music, with which Rimon is affiliated.
Today, Mikhal lives in Brooklyn with her wife, Ella Joy
Meir, one of those four talented women. The group performs
a stirring blend of Jewish music from the religious and secular realms. Mikhal didn’t exactly become a jazz vocalist or
composer.
She’s a bit like Israel itself, a product of a profound environment of competing voices, all shouting to be heard. But
even as she’s writing music for her solo album, she’s a cantorial soloist on the side. That’s Israel. That’s Mikhal. n

Arts in Israel
Bauhaus in Israel
By Janet Meyers

With some extra days in Tel Aviv before a Jewish Federation
of Greater Washington mission last October, my husband,
Mark Pollak, and I decided to concentrate on the architecture we had admired there on previous visits. Tel Aviv, after
all, was designated a United Nations Educational, Scientific,
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) World Heritage site
in 2003 for its gleaming spread of white buildings.
Thousands of Israeli buildings were designed in the Bauhaus style, but only Tel Aviv has such an amazing number
– 4,000 – of this type of architecture adapted to both the
country’s Mediterranean climate and political philosophy.

Bauhaus Architects Flee Germany

In 1925, six years after Tel Aviv’s founding, Mayor Meir Dizengoff hired an urban planner. In 1933, several prominent
Bauhaus-trained German-Jewish architects
moved to Israel after the
Nazis came to power.
Along with other Israeli
architects, they begin
to implement the new
city plan with Bauhaus
ideas. Germany’s Bauhaus movement, begun
in 1919, used modern
techniques in art, design,
and architecture. Israeli
Bauhaus architects used
white to keep buildings
cool. They eschewed the Bauhaus in Tel Aviv
use of large glass panes, switching instead to “thermometer”
windows with small panes in a slim vertical line to bring air
into stairwells that otherwise would be stifling in the long
hot summers. They also featured narrow balconies lining the
front of buildings so residents could feel connected to the
teeming neighborhood life below.
We learned these details from a visit to the Bauhaus Center, where we saw an introductory video and then took an
English-language audio tour that gives commentary on 13

buildings clustered within a short walk of the center on Dizengoff Street.
Most of the buildings are still residential; some are well
maintained while others are neglected. Each is an example
of some facet of Israeli Bauhaus design, such as wraparound
street-front balconies, combinations of curved and linear
shapes, or small windows and breezeways. The Israeli government has assigned buildings different grades depending
on their architectural importance. No alterations may be
made on the best examples of Bauhaus style; those in other
categories may be changed. We saw several buildings where
residents have enclosed their balconies for more living space.
Some buildings featured on the audio tour are in terrible
disrepair as owners don’t have rental income to make repairs.

Weizmann House

The next day, we took a
30-minute taxi ride to
the Rehovot residence
of Israel’s first president,
Chaim Weizmann. Set
deep within the sprawling campus of the
Weizmann Institute of
Science, Israel’s premier
research facility, this
spectacular house was
built in 1936 by Erich
Mendelsohn. While
not directly part of the
Inside the Weizmann House
Bauhaus school, Mendelsohn was one of the Jewish architects who left Germany
in 1933. He and Weizmann became friendly in England, and
in 1935, Mendelsohn opened a Jerusalem office. Over the
years, he built numerous buildings in Israel, including the
Hadassah Hospital on Mount Scopus and Rambam Hospital
in Haifa.
Two years earlier, we had toured the Negev home of
Israel’s first prime minister, David Ben-Gurion. His rustic
cottage was sparsely furnished. Weizmann’s house was on a

continued on page 6
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BAUHAUS continued from page 5
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January is one of the dreariest months of the year in
greater Washington, but there
is much that we can do to
brighten it and simultaneously strengthen our connection to Israel. Here are three
suggestions:
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Israel Needs Us
We Need Israel
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CELEBRATE Tu B’Shevat on January 31. In Israel, Tu
B’Shevat is a big deal. In schools, universities, and offices, Israelis prepare and participate in Tu B’Shevat seders,
featuring dried fruits, nuts, and other foods. In elementary schools and in the youth movement, it is customary to plant trees. In the Israel Defense Forces, there
is a major competition among units regarding which
is the most “green,” promoting sustainable practices
and recycling. In the northern Negev, there is a festival
marking the first blooming of gorgeous red flowers. Try
emulating our Israeli brothers and sisters by hosting a
Tu B’Shevat seder, planting trees in Israel in honor or
memory of a loved one, or recommitting yourself to an
environmentally sustainable lifestyle.
ATTEND former United States Ambassador to Morocco Marc Ginsberg’s talk on the impact of the shifting sands of Middle East geopolitics on Israel. Ambassador Ginsberg has broad knowledge of the Middle East,
having spent his formative years in Israel, Jordan, Egypt,
and Lebanon, and served in multiple official capacities under Presidents Carter and Clinton. His remarks
doubtless will cover the evolving relationship between
Israel, Saudi Arabia, and the other Gulf states and the
import of President Trump’s declaration of Jerusalem as
the capital of Israel. Ambassador Ginsberg will speak at
Beth El on Wednesday evening, January 31, at 7:30 pm
as part of the Israel Distinguished Speakers Series sponsored by the Am Yisrael Chai Committee.
CONNECT with Israel through the Jewish Federation of Greater Washington’s Imagine Israel program,
featuring podcasts with leading Israelis spanning the
worlds of business, nonprofit organizations, science,
the arts and humanities, and politics. Also plan to join
other area residents when the next featured Israeli
“Changemaker” sponsored by Federation comes to the
area. Check out these opportunities by going to www.
shalomdc.org.
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completely different scale. Long an ardent Zionist, Weizmann
had accumulated wealth from his many scientific patents.
His three-story house is filled with art – including French
Impressionist paintings, a 10th-century Tang Dynasty vase,
Persian carpets, and fancy china – and is set within a 12-acre
garden, complete with central courtyard and pool.
A spiral staircase is the house’s centerpiece. We again had
an English audio tour that gave commentary on each room.
Chaim and Vera Weizmann moved to this house in 1937.
Born in Belarus, Weizmann was one of 12 children and went
to university in Geneva, where he met Vera, a medical doctor. They moved to England and became ardent Zionists,
splitting their time between England and Palestine.
The house was extremely lavish for Israel, especially in
the 1930s. Elegantly designed with an open floor plan, lots
of white, it is filled with spare but beautiful furnishings, including living room pieces designed by Mendelsohn. In the
back of the house, there is a large, modern kitchen containing the most up-to-date appliances of the era.
Upstairs are many large bedrooms, but the narrowest bed
is the one where Weizmann died, age 78, in 1952; he had
been president of Israel since 1949.Vera lived in the house
until her death in 1966. She bequeathed the house and its
contents to the Israeli government. After renovation, the
house opened to the public in 1999. It is well worth a visit. n

Israel Media Series

Saturday, January 20, 7:30 pm
Israel Media Series
presents A Beautiful
Valley (2011). The
film, directed by
Hadar Friedlich,
won her the Best
Full-Length Debut
Film Award at
the Jerusalem
International Film
Festival. It chronicles
the “privatization”
of a kibbutz as seen
through the eyes of
80-year-old widow
Hanna, a founder
who remains devoted to the original
egalitarian ideals of the community. The usual “lavish”
menu of M&M’s and popcorn is included in the $5 admission fee.

Library Corner
When Books and Life Entwine
By Robin Jacobson

Children’s literature abounds with whimsical stories about
characters that magically wander off the page into the real
world. But for some adult book lovers and their special
books, something like this actually occurs. Sometimes a
book speaks so powerfully to a reader that it infuses and
shapes the reader’s everyday life.
This is what happened to Ilana Kurshan and Daniel
Mendelsohn, the authors of two erudite and moving
“bibliomemoirs” about the books that transformed their
lives and relationships. If All the Seas Were Ink (2017) chronicles Kurshan’s immersion in the Talmud while recovering
from a traumatic divorce. An Odyssey: A Father, A Son, and
An Epic (2017) recounts Mendelsohn’s experience teaching
Homer’s Odyssey to college freshmen and to his father, who
audited Mendelsohn’s seminar. Both books skillfully entwine
ancient texts with the authors’ personal stories.

If All the Seas Were Ink

In Jerusalem, Ilana Kurshan is famous as “the woman who
reads and walks.” A literary
agent, translator, and inveterate
book lover, she has mastered the
art of reading while navigating
tricky terrain, riding elevators,
and waiting in line at the post
office. So it is not surprising that
a chance remark from a friend
would lead her to sign up for
Daf Yomi (“daily page”), sometimes called “the world’s largest
book club.” Kurshan joined thousands of Jews around the
world who read the same page of Talmud each day, completing the entire work in seven-and-a-half years. When
she began Daf Yomi, Kurshan was in her late twenties, newly
divorced, grieving, and adjusting to life as an American in
Israel. As she struggled to cope, the notion of turning over a
new page each day had a symbolism that appealed to her.
The Talmud accompanied Kurshan through the twists
and turns of her life as she traveled for work, tentatively began dating, remarried, and became a mother. Kurshan never
missed a day of Talmud study and often found surprising
connections between the text and her life. Even as mundane
a task as emptying the dishwasher in the morning reminded
Kurshan of the Talmud – specifically, of the Temple priest’s
morning chore of clearing away the previous night’s ashes

from the altar. To Kurshan, each of these morning tasks is
a ritual that “links the day that has passed to the day that is
dawning.” Her sensitivity and love of learning permeate this
captivating book.

An Odyssey: A Father, A Son, and An Epic

Daniel Mendelsohn is a respected classics scholar and literary critic. In 2011, Mendelsohn’s
81-year-old father, Jay Mendelsohn, decided to audit Daniel’s
freshman seminar on the Odyssey
at Bard College. Daniel had some
misgivings, despite Jay’s promise
to sit silently in class. And indeed,
Jay could not resist sharing his
provocative opinions. During the
first class, he declared that Odysseus was no hero, no matter what
classical tradition said. Measured
against Jay’s tough standards, Odysseus was a liar, an adulterer, and a whiner who needed too much help from the gods.
As the seminar progressed, Daniel began to see themes
in the Odyssey that bore on his not-always-easy relationship
with Jay. The epic begins with a son, Telemachus, who seeks
knowledge about his father, Odysseus, and learns that Odysseus has a complex, many-faceted identity. Likewise, Daniel
comes to appreciate dimensions of Jay’s personality that were
not obvious in the impatient, judgmental father of Daniel’s
childhood. Daniel reveals early on that his book will end
with Jay’s death. This poignant fact makes the book, as one
reviewer said, “a kind of Kaddish: an act of mourning that
involves making peace with the dead.” n

Upcoming Book Chats on
Israeli Novels at Beth El

Sunday, February 11, 11:30 am-12:30
pm All the Rivers by Dorit Rabinyan
Sunday, April 22, noon-1:00 pm

Waking Lions by Ayelet GundarGoshen
For more information, contact Margery London or Robin Jacobson.
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New Concierge Program
By Jill Rider

Beth El’s concierge program is one of the exciting new
initiatives to emerge from the Atid strategic planning process. More than any other single finding, Atid revealed that
members want to be part of an engaging and relevant Jewish
community.
We also know that many members seek additional ways
to engage – we are a large community and sometimes it is
hard to connect and make it feel like home. If you feel this
way, you are not alone. And, it is not acceptable that you
want to be an active, connected member but do not have a
clear entry point.
To nurture our community, one solution coming out of
Atid is to work to help members connect by finding relevant programming and activities – and by making personal
connections with other members and with our clergy.
We are piloting a new concierge program to foster this
membership engagement. Geryl Baer, Beth El’s director of
community engagement, is the staff member leading this
program, and I am the congregational leader working closely
with Geryl.
In this program, participants are invited to programs and
events based on their individual interests. They will be connected to lay leaders with similar interests, careers, and/or

Viewing Services Online
By Arthur Trotsky

The author viewed our online Yom Kippur service from Israel. He
has allowed us to publish this feedback, sent September 30, 2017.
Shalom and Shana Tova to Beth El Congregation.
I am an American who made aliyah to Israel in 1976
and am living at the Dead Sea, a beautiful and tranquil area.
I decided to find an online service for Yom Kippur and after
briefly looking at several, mostly Reform movement, synagogues, I found your stream. I am writing to tell you that
your service was absolutely beautiful, dignified and inspirational. Rabbi Harris is, as I am sure you know, outstanding
and conducted the service in a lovely manner. I particularly
enjoyed his inspirational words before Yizkor and the service
itself.
I also was impressed and moved by the skills of Matthew
Jacobson. His voice and intonation were beautiful. The gentleman who read the Torah did so seemingly effortlessly and
with beautiful demonstration of the tones. Please tell them
that I greatly appreciated listening.
I was raised in an Orthodox synagogue in New York,
The Jewish Center. In Israel, while raising my sons, we attended an Orthodox synagogue in Kiryat Tivon. When I
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families and will
receive personal
invitations for
Shabbat and holiday celebrations.
They will also
have the opportunity to participate
Jill Rider
Geryl Baer
in the formation of
new havurot (small groups that gather together to socialize,
celebrate holidays, or learn more about Jewish topics). The
goal of the concierge program is to help members feel a
stronger sense of belonging and connection at Beth El.
We have reached out to new members of the last three
years to invite them to participate, and many are already
fully taking advantage. Since joining the program, concierge
participants have attended dozens of programs at Beth El
and have met many other members. But this program is
not only for new members. If you feel like you want a way
to get more connected, this may be your opportunity, so
contact Geryl Baer at 301-652-2606, ext. 352, or gbaer@
bethelmc.org without delay. I will continue to keep the congregation updated on this new initiative. n
Jill is Beth El’s vice president for community engagement.
worked in Atlanta from 2005-2011, I tried out the many
synagogues in the area and again went to an Orthodox
synagogue, Chabad of Cobb. I did not like any of the
Conservative synagogues. Beth El is different and special. It
combines the core of the Hebrew prayers and customs while
offering English-based services and in such an eloquent
manner. The Hebrew accent, the melodies, the sermons, the
interpersonal warmth, and the Synagogue itself are, all together, an exceptional expression of our faith and worship.
Yashar Koach!
Thank you for putting this on the Internet. n

Interfaith Bible Study
Join Beth El and Saint Mark
Presbyterian Church members for
a joint Bible study series led by
Rabbi Greg Harris and Pastor Roy
Howard. We will study the Book of
Ruth, which is a central story to both
Christians and Jews.
Beginning January 17, we will meet at Saint Mark for
four Wednesdays from noon-1:00 pm.
RSVP to Ricardo Munster at rmunster@bethelmc.org or
301-652-2606, ext. 316.

Tenth Grade Confirmation Trip to New York City
By Eli Kales and Abigail Kessel

The 10th grade confirmation trip was an amazing experience in New York City, filled with great activities and bonding with our Beth El community. The fun started on the bus
while we listened to Taylor Swift’s just-released album and
snacked on the huge bag of food we had packed.
Once in Manhattan, after
quickly dropping our things at
the hotel, we walked a few blocks
to feast on delicious New York
pizza. We then had to hustle to
NBC Studios for a tour. NBC
had a fun gift shop filled with
pins, T-shirts, and other memorabilia reminding us of favorite TV
shows.The tour was awesome,
and our guides were hilarious,
cracking jokes and showing us
the sets for shows like Saturday Night Live and The Tonight
Show Starring Jimmy Fallon. At the end we even got to make
our own late-night talk show, which was extremely entertaining, and we got the final product (a video) as a keepsake.
Later, we saw Come From Away, a musical about the 38
planes that had to stop in the small town of Gander, Newfoundland, on 9/11, and how the sudden forced landings affected the lives of both the passengers and the citizens of the
town. The concept is terrible and shocking, but the musical
was inspiring, and even funny at times while exploring the
ensuing chaos in the small Canadian town. As an added bonus to an already great experience, we “stage doored” after
the show and got signatures from some of the friendly cast.

The Thrill That Is New York

Signed programs in hand, we went to Ben’s Deli for dinner.
Matzah ball soup, brisket and pastrami sandwiches, chicken
salad, our mouths are watering just typing this. Afterward,
we had time to walk around Times Square, go into shops,
and just experience the thrill that is New York City, weaving
through tons of tourists while trying to navigate the busy
streets. We were even lucky enough to walk by the theater
currently running Waitress just as two-time Grammy Winner
Jason Mraz was walking out his stage door. When in New
York!
We woke up early the next day to go to the United Nations. We both participate in Model UN at Bethesda-Chevy
Chase High School, so seeing the actual building was super
exciting. We even got to peek in on the General Assembly
meeting, important world decisions unfolding before our
very eyes.

We had lunch at an Italian restaurant and grabbed dessert from an amazing shop with chocolate-covered cannolis.
Then we went to the 9/11 Memorial, which tied into what
we had seen the evening before in Come From Away. The
museum was shocking, impressive, and beautiful, the fountains outside touching and stunning. It is definitely a memorial
that gives you pause.

Lessons Learned

Off to the subway to rush to get
the bus back to Bethesda just on
time. We returned home both
sad that the trip was over and
stressed over the day of school
we missed. It was an amazing
experience, however, so the
stress was worth it.
Reflecting on the trip, we think about the important lessons we learned through these fun and thought-provoking
experiences. Through the NBC Studios Tour we reflected
on anti-Jewish bias in the media. In Come From Away we saw
the idea of refugees during a time of tragedy, similar to the
Jews during the many times in which we have been persecuted. The United Nations had an interesting little exhibit
about the Holocaust. We chatted afterward about the bias
against Israel that exists in the United Nations. Lastly, the
9/11 Memorial tied into remembering the lives lost due to
genocide, whether it be a terrorist attack or the persecution of a culture. We came away with many impressions and
an urge to go back and experience the trip all over again.
We would definitely recommend everyone in the Religious
School’s 10th grade take this trip! n

Jewish Disability Awareness Month
February is Jewish Disability Awareness Month. This year’s
theme is Mental Health. JDAIM Shabbat will be February
3, when congregant Natalie Merkur-Rose will speak from
the bimah. Natalie received a master’s degree in social
work from Columbia University and a master’s degree in
Jewish studies from the Jewish Theological Seminary. She
has worked in the field of Jewish communal service and
mental health for over 25 years. She specializes in working with interfaith families, parenting, grief, premarital
and couples counseling. In addition to her private practice, Natalie also works at JSSA, the Jewish Social Service
Agency. She oversees a number of programs including Synagogue Liaison Program, Clergy Training, Jewish
Chaplaincy Services, and Volunteer programs.
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Sisterhood
Sisterhood Shabbat
Join us on January 13 for Sisterhood Shabbat. Beth Werlin, the
executive director of the American Immigration Council, will
speak about today’s refugees
and other immigrants and how
their experiences relate to ours
as Jews. Werlin’s topic is particularly timely as our congregation anticipates the arrival in
early 2018 of the refugee family
Beth Werlin
being sponsored by Beth El. Don’t miss this very special occasion. Some of us know firsthand what it means to arrive in
this country as a refugee. Others have parents or grandparents who made the journey, while many more are familiar
with the dislocation, hardships, fears, and hopes that more
distant relatives experienced. And all Jews know the story of
the Exodus.
Founded in 1987, the nonprofit Council promotes laws,
policies, and attitudes consistent with our history as a nation
of immigrants. Werlin leads the Council’s efforts to promote
sensible and humane immigration policies and to achieve
justice and fairness for all immigrants under law. She has
been with the Council since 2001, serving in various positions on the legal team until 2015, and as policy director
from 2015-2016. She has worked to protect the rights of
noncitizens throughout her career. Werlin was a judicial law
clerk at the immigration court in Boston, Massachusetts, and
then a fellow at the National Association of Public Interest
Law, now Equal Justice Works. She earned her her B.A. from
Tufts University and J.D. from Boston College Law School.
Also at Sisterhood Shabbat, Sharon Zissman will receive
the Golda Meir Award for her significant contributions to
Beth El and Sisterhood. n

UPCOMING SISTERHOOD/ZHAVA EVENTS
Tuesdays, Jan 2, 9, 16, 23, 30, 6:30 pm Mah Jongg
Friday, January 12, 7:00-9:00 pm Sisterhood/Zhava

Boards Dinner

Saturday, January 13, 9:30 am Sisterhood/Zhava

Shabbat

Wednesday, January 17, 7:30 pm Rosh Chodesh: It’s a

Woman’s Thing

Wednesday, January 24, 7:30 pm Kesher Nashim
Sunday, January 28, 2:00 pm Social Action Tea

Sisterhood General Meeting
Sunday, February 4, 10:00 am
Come find out what’s cooking.

Attention B’nai Mitzvah Parents and
Engaged Couples
Why not order your b’nai mitzvah
and wedding invitations online
and give back to Beth El?
Sisterhood and Beth El receive
100% of the proceeds. We price
match. Please contact Marilyn
Hammerman.

Rebecca Musher Gross showcases her chili cheese puffs
during the Sisterhood cooking demonstration on Sunday, December 3. The event also included cooking demonstrations and samples from Patricia Gradel, Sarah
Fradkin, Maayan Harris, and Gail Fribush.
Photo by Mitchell Solkowitz
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Sisterhood/Zhava Social Action Tea:
Jewish Perspectives on Immigration
and Refugees
Sunday, January 28, 2:00 pm, at a private home

Join Sisterhood and Zhava members
to sip, schmooze, and learn about
Jewish perspectives and initiatives
on refugee and immigration issues.
Speakers include Sharon Fine, co-chair
of Beth El’s Refugee Response Team, and Sarah Beller,
community engagement director for HIAS.
Please RSVP by January 22 to sisterhoodevent@bethelmc.
org for the address. This is a popular event so RSVP early!

Eat In Good Health Gets Rave Reviews!
286125 1-1/2” 3R sg

Please sign and return this cover proof.

Once signed and returned, further changes to the
quantity ordered or to the cover cannot be made.

Have you bought a copy of the new
Sisterhood/Zhava Community Cookbook - Eat In Good Health? Have you
cooked with it yet? Those who have
are thrilled with the new recipes,
the extra information and the fun of
making their friends’ favorite dishes.
There are many ways to plan a
menu, but our cookbook allows you
to do it with a personal recommendation. Each recipe in
Eat In Good Health is a known crowd pleaser, contributed
with thought and care. Everyone has put her (and his) best
dish forward, and the result is a book filled with a wide variety of personal treasures.

Support the Torah Fund Campaign
With a donation of $180 to the Torah
Fund, you will receive this year’s beautiful
pin. A sample pin is on display in the Beth
El office. The pin, reflecting the theme for
this year, has the phrase ma tovu, which
means how good! Contact Sally Ehrlich
to make your donation. Please make your
check out to Torah Fund for your tax-deductible contribution.
We also have some wonderful Torah Fund cards for many
different occasions. The cards are $4 each. Stock up on
them, they are great to have on hand. Your contributions
to the Torah Fund help provide scholarships for students
at the Jewish Theological Seminary and related Conservative educational institutions in New York, Los Angeles, Argentina, Jerusalem, and Potsdam, ensuring our legacy for
future generations.

MAH JONGG TOURNAMENT
Sponsored by Beth El Sisterhood
Sunday, February 11
Lunch and Registration: noon-12:45 pm,
Play: 1:00-5:00 pm

Please sign and return this cover proof.

We have proofread this cover and have marked all corrections necessary.
We understand that any errors not marked by us are our responsibility.

❑ Proceed with printing as is
(no corrections)

Customer Signature Here

❑ Make changes as indicated and
proceed with printing

Customer Signature Here

❑ Make changes as indicated and

e-mail additional proof ($10 fee)
Customer Signature Here

Feeling hungry now? Get your own copy of the cookbook
before your next meal. You can order online at www.
bethelmc.org/cookbook or stop in the Beth El office or
Judaica shop. Cookbooks are also sold at many synagogue
events. The price is just $25, and proceeds benefit the Sisterhood and Zahava.

Sponsor a Kiddush
Celebrate a special day or remember a loved one by sponsoring a kiddush on a Shabbat or festival when there is
no bar/bat mitzvah. Hospitality kiddush sponsorships run
$350, $450, or $525, depending on menu, and include
up to fifteen of your own guests plus the congregation.
Available dates in the first half of 2018 are January 27,
March 3, March 31, andApril 1( 1st and 2nd days Pesach),
April 6 and 7 (7th and 8th days Pesach), May 20 and 21 (1st
and 2nd days Shavuot), June 23, and June 30.
To sponsor a kiddush or to obtain more info and menus,
contact Shoshannah Freilich or 301-530-1334 at least two
weeks prior to the kiddush you wish to sponsor.

Entrance fee: $36/Sisterhood members, $40/non-members
Play three rounds of Mah Jongg for points following official
rules. Afternoon includes lunch, snacks, door prizes, 50/50
raffle, and first-, second-, and third-place prizes.
For more information, contact Nancy Kay or Sheryl Karlsberg.
RSVP by Sunday, February 4.
Name: ____________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________
City, State, Zip: _____________________________________
Phone: _________________Email: _____________________
Payment: $_______ payable to Beth El Sisterhood.
Please check below:
 I can be east
 I can be persuaded to be east
 I can bring a Mah Jongg set
Mail checks, payable to Beth El Sisterhood, to 8215 Old
Georgetown Rd., Bethesda, MD 20814, Attn: Mah Jongg
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Men’s Club
UPCOMING MEN’S CLUB EVENTS
Thursday, January 4, 8:30 pm Hearing Men’s Voices.

Howie Stein will lead a discussion in the Beth El
Family Room on “Feelings About Present-Day
Antisemitism”.
Sunday, January 7, 10:00 am Open Mic.
Wednesday, January 10, 7:30-9:00 pm The Jewish
Dad: Juggling Career and Parenting in the SnapChat
Age. See ad on this page for details.
Sunday, January 14, 10:00 am Allan Suchinsky, a new
Beth El member, will speak about his experience at
the State Department and will discuss how the State
of Israel procures military arms.
Sunday, January 21, 10:00 am Literary Luminary event.
Meital Orr, assistant professor in the Georgetown
University Program for Jewish Civilization, will discuss Israeli-Arab Literature. See ad on page 2.
Wednesday, January 24, 7:00-9:00 pm Manna Food
Center. See ad on this page.
Sunday, January 28, 10:00 am At the beginning of the
20th century, young European Jewish women were
sent to America and South America to become prostitutes. Orna Wolf-Levy, a graduate student at the
new Ruderman Program for American Jewish Studies
at Haifa University, will discuss her research into the
response of the world Jewish community.

The Jewish Dad: Juggling Career and
Parenting in the SnapChat Age
Wednesday, January 10, 7:30 pm
at the home of Jonathan Epstein

Share your trials and tribulations raising kids in the age
of Snapchat and 24/7 connectivity to work while tasting
some scotch and bourbon. This will be an open discussion
format moderated by a Beth El dad for Beth El dads.
RSVPs to Jonathan Epstein for directions and information.

Family Food Sorting at Manna Food Bank
Wednesday, January 24, 7:00 pm

The Men’s Club is looking for volunteers to help sort food at the food
center in Gaithersburg on weeknight
evenings. Manna provides food to
about 40,000 people each year, distributing food to soup kitchens and
emergency shelters in Montgomery
County. Manna also sends home 2,800 “smart packs” of
food with children each week during the school year.
If you want to sign up for these days or receive reminders
about these monthly Manna Food Shelter events, please
contact Jonathan Epstein. Children 10 and older are welcome and SSL credit is available.

Shir Yachad: A Communal Shabbat in Song
Friday, January 5
Friday night is a time for community, song, and joyful noise. Everyone is invited to join us every
month for this exciting service filled with music past and present that stirs the soul and welcomes
Shabbat with joy and warmth.
6:00 pm - Nitzanim. Families with young children are invited for a fun musical Shabbat service.
6:30 pm - Happy Hour! Everyone is invited to schmooze with us while enjoying drinks (both adult
and kid friendly) and appetizers. Free babysitting will be available!
7:30 pm - Main musical service. Oneg to follow.
Future dates: February 9, March 9, April 6, May 4, and June 1
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In Israel, a Short, Memorable Life
By Marilyn Hammerman

The true beauty of our
Jewish religion and culture
shines through in the life
cycle events – brit/simchat
bat, b’nai mitzvah, weddings,
funerals, and shivas. One of
the most moving experiences
I had in Israel was the funeral
and shiva for my 14-year-old
granddaughter, Liora Freida, z”l (named after my beloved
mother, Freida Hochberg, z”l).
Liora was the third of four daughters of my oldest child,
Lorre, and her husband, Josh. Liora was a younger sister to
Rachelle and Aimee and the older twin to Eliana. She was
a sweet, kind, gentle, blond-haired, blue-eyed beauty born
with Rett syndrome.
Rett syndrome is a devastating and cruel genetic, nonhereditary neurodevelopmental disorder that reduces a
healthy girl to a totally dependent individual. Girls are typically born healthy and over a few short years lose the ability to talk, walk, and use their hands. They also suffer from
severe digestive issues, scoliosis, uncontrollable seizures, and
breathing irregularities. The most tragic
part of this condition is that the girls
understand and, like
any child, desperately want to interact. They are trapped
in an uncooperative
and unresponsive
body. Many live into their 20s, 30s, 40s, and beyond.
On Shabbat, April 25, 2015, Liora stopped breathing suddenly and unexpectedly. She never recovered.We flew to
Israel as soon as we heard the tragic news. From the moment
we landed, we were part of the inner workings of a community driven by caring and chesed.

On the Wings of Community

Liora’s funeral was attended by hundreds of people from
all over Israel. One of Lorre’s friends who arrived by taxi
relayed the driver’s comment when he saw the long line of
waiting cars. “Who died? The president? I have never seen so
much traffic at a cemetery!”
In Israel, most people are not buried in a casket. Liora’s
body was wrapped in a shroud and covered in a tallit. Her
small figure lay on the gurney for the duration of the eulo-

gies and then was escorted to her grave. The hundreds of
people accompanying my daughter and her family looked
like a scene from a Richard Attenborourgh film. The crowds
appeared endless.
At the graveside, Liora’s body was simply lowered into
the ground and buried. My nephew, Marc Zell (who was
Beth El’s cantor until 1986), delivered a heartwrenching “El
Malei Rachamim” at the conclusion of the service. Friends
and family remained at the graveside until after dark to provide words of comfort, hugs, and support.
The week of shiva was something I will remember always. The atmosphere was loud, boisterous, and at times
almost festive with so many people present. Friends and
family came to comfort my daughter, her husband, and her
children from 7:00 am until midnight every day. The community provided people for three minyanim in the home
every day. In addition, they provided delicious meals for us
all. Friends of the family took turns receiving the food, organizing the kitchen, serving the mourners, and cleaning up,
even sweeping and mopping the floors.
Nothing can remove the shock of losing a child. Liora’s
shiva left me feeling that we all were carried on the wings
of community for the week of mourning. This experience
emphasized the beauty and wisdom of our culture in the
hardest of times. n
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Team Latke vs. Team Hamantasch: Yet Another Tie
By Marci Kanstoroom

In December, Beth El held its 10th annual Latke-Hamanmultitude of ways our transportation systems have adopted
tasch Debate. The tradition of a mock debate between advo- the latke shape.
cates of the two Jewish delicacies began at the University of
Martin Sieff, a journalist of Irish Jewish descent, comChicago in 1946. Rabbi Emeritus Bill Rudolph brought the pared the deleterious effects of latke consumption on world
debate to Beth El a decade
historical figures with the
ago as a way to demonstrate
alert sophistication one
that being Jewish can be
feels after enjoying hamanfun.
taschen at afternoon tea.
Jerry Danoff on trumpet
Marilyn Shevinheralded the arrival of the
Coetzee, a professor of
participants in this year’s
European history, traced
debate, who marched into
the history of the potato
the chapel led by Rabbi
and the potato pancake
Rudolph. All wore acain Europe and presented
demic robes.
photographic evidence of
Elisha Frumkin, educathe role played by latkes in
tion director at Beth El,
present-day politics.
Rabbi Emeritus Rudolph with debate participants
explained how the parts of
At the conclusion of
a hamantasch are able to come together without losing their the debate, the votes were tallied and Rabbi Rudolph anindividual identities and presented photographs documentnounced the victor: a tie! The spectators then retired to the
ing the how the Buberian three-sided I-Thou-It relationsocial hall to sample latkes and hamantaschen for themselves.
ship is present in both the hamantasch and the effective
Anyone interested in participating in the debate next
classroom.
year is encouraged to contact Rabbi Rudolph at rabbiwdr@
Steve Teitelbaum, a lawyer for WMATA, explored the de- gmail.com and to read The Great Latke Hamantash Debate by
pendence of civilization as we know it on the latke and the
former congregant Ruth Fredman Cernea, z”l. n

Hand-crafted hats, scarves, jewelry, artwork, and
more made last-minute Hanukkah shopping a breeze at
the Artisan Boutique on Sunday, December 10.
Photo by Mitchell Solkowitz
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Amy Eisner and her daughter demonstrate how to
make Israeli couscous with dried fruit at the Hanukkah Cooking with an Israeli Accent cooking demo on
Sunday, December 17. Photo by Mitchell Solkowitz

Gala 2017
Saturday, December 9

Israeli-born mentalist Guy Bavli
baffled the audience at the 2017
Gala on Saturday, December 9.
After the show, strolling magicians
continued to entertain guests
during the dessert reception.

Photos by Mitchell Solkowitz and Tiarra Joslyn
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Saying Kaddish
By Tom Plotz

My basically secular Jewish family in Brooklyn had a Passover seder and lit Hanukkah candles but not much else. We
belonged to a Reform synagogue where I went to Sunday
school, learned to read some Hebrew, had a bar mitzvah - at
which I read, but did not chant, Torah - and occasionally
went to services on the High Holidays. But Jewish observance and synagogue membership were not important to my
parents, and a few years after my younger brother’s bar mitzvah, we dropped our membership.
In 1980 I moved to Washington to be with my wifeto-be and eventually marry and start a family. We looked at
various synagogues before deciding to join Temple Sinai. We
have been happy and active members for almost 30 years,
and through my membership there, I have greatly increased
my knowledge of and commitment to Judaism. I have served
on the Board of Trustees and several committees. I learned to
chant Torah when my son was studying for his bar mitzvah
in 1997, and I go to Torah study almost every Shabbat morning. My proudest accomplishment there has been as one of
the co-founders, and the most frequent co-leader, of Kehillat
Shabbat, Temple Sinai’s well-attended lay-led Shabbat morning service.

Finding a Daily Minyan

Last November, when my father died, I had the idea that,
while it wasn’t part of my family experience, I wanted to see
what it would be like to say Kaddish more than once a week.
Because Temple Sinai has services only on Shabbat, I needed
to find another synagogue with a daily minyan. A quick Internet search revealed at least four daily morning minyanim
within a 15-minute drive of my house. I decided to try Beth
El first because it was at a convenient time and sort of on my
way to work in Baltimore. I had been to Beth El a few times
for b’nai mitzvah, and I know a few members, but I had
no other connection to it, so I walked in for the first time,
sporting a week-old beard, with some trepidation.
I needn’t have been nervous. Within less than a minute of
coming into the Swoff Chapel that morning, Rabbi Werbin
greeted me and found out why I was there. I sat down in
the last row on the right aisle in what has now become “my
seat,” took a siddur, and started to pray. While the service was
longer than the Reform one I am used to and the Beth El
melodies were different, it was all pretty familiar. The experience of standing up alone or with a couple of other mourners, and saying Kaddish supported by the rest of the minyan
was uncomfortable at first, but it quickly became a comforting part of my morning. The regulars were very welcoming,
inviting me to stay for schnapps and breakfast. By the end of
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the first week, when the Friday morning service ended with
a corny joke of the kind my father would have loved, I was
hooked.

Putting on Tefillin

When I first came to minyan at Beth El, I had never seen
anyone wearing tefillin except in photographs. Many of
the men, and a few women, at Beth El wear tefillin. Others
don’t, and, unlike some communities, there was certainly no
pressure to put them on. I was curious about the practice
and I asked the senior rabbi at Temple Sinai if there was any
theological reason why Reform Jews don’t often put them
on. In true rabbinic fashion, he answered my question with
other questions, “Do you say V’ahavtah?” and “Do you have
a mezuzah on your house?” Then he showed me the Reform weekday siddur, which has the prayers for putting on
tefillin right at the beginning of the weekday morning service. Armed with that rabbinic advice, I approached Rabbi
Werbin at the end of services one morning and asked him
if he would teach me how to put on tefillin, which he did
the next day, lending me a set for my use as long as I wanted
them. To my surprise, I found that wearing tefillin was less
strange than I expected and that my consciousness of them
made my focus on the morning service more intense. When
I told Rabbi Werbin that I had bought my own set, he made
sure I had an aliyah and said shehecheyanu the first day I put
them on.

Feeling Welcome

During the course of the past year, I have tried to find a
minyan when traveling for work or vacation. I have said
Kaddish in 24 different synagogues in nine different cities, ranging from Reform to Conservative to Orthodox to
Chabad, But I am always glad when I get home and return
to the Beth El morning minyan. The minyan regulars and
Rabbi Werbin have become my friends and I look forward
to seeing them every day. When my mother died in March,
several regulars came to the shiva service at our house.
When I recently observed my father’s first yahrzeit, the gabbais made sure I had an aliyah that week and Rabbi Werbin
chanted El Malei Rachamim in his memory.
The experience of saying Kaddish daily has given me a
time and space to focus on my memories of my parents and
to channel the feelings associated with their loss in a meaningful and Jewish way. I am grateful to our tradition for providing this context for mourning, and I am grateful to Beth
El for providing a warm daily minyan and welcoming me
into the community during the past year. I expect that even
after my mourning period ends in a few months, I will continue to be a Beth El minyan regular. n

Help Build Bridges Between Beth El and Israel
During December 2018, Upper School students from the
Beth El Religious School will take part in the inaugural
Sorkin Youth Trip to Israel. This unique program, an idea
of past Beth El president Jerry Sorkin, z’’l, is an effort to
engage our young adult students in a meaningful way and
to make tangible the commitment of our entire community
to Israel. It will be a 10-day experience in Israel that our
confirmation class students will never forget, and it will
allow all of us to connect with Israel through our youth.
We want participants to build and strengthen bridges
between Beth El and Israel, and we’re hoping you can help.
Many former and current Beth El members live in Israel,
and numerous members of our community have strong ties
to people and places in Israel.
Please help us make these connections. We want to link
the trip’s participants directly with the land of Israel. We will
help the students engage with these resources before the trip.
Where possible, we will arrange a visit with, for example, a
Beth El member living in Jerusalem, a congregant’s high-

Contributions
Donations made from November 11 to December 10

tech company with an office
in Tel Aviv, or a relative living
on a kibbutz in the Negev.
These relationships not only
will make the trip more
meaningful for the participants
and for our congregation, but
also will strengthen the bond
that our students have with
Israel – one of the program’s goals.
If you have a connection in Israel – a friend or relative
who would be interested in being involved with this
program or a connection with a kibbutz, a museum, a
company, or any other Israeli organization – please email
bethelinisrael@bethelmc.org. Tell us about your connection,
where they are located, and how best to get in contact with
them.
Thank you so much for helping us connect Beth El and
its students with Israel. n

Please remember that contributions can be made
easily, quickly, and securely via our webpage –
www.bethelmc.org
Theba Polan, beloved sister, by Sabina Shalom

Beth El Forest

Chevra Kadisha Fund

Lawrence Dobrow by James and Leslie Dellon
Minnie Bobb by Sharon Bobb

Erika Meyerhoff, my mother, by Gabriela Bebchick
Herbert Golden, my father, by Alan Golden
Julius Boman by Julian and Iris Tishkoff
Leonard Greenbaum and Selma and Harry Sherman by Darryl
Sherman and Sara Greenbaum
Lillian Cohen, loving mother and grandmother, by Barbara S.
Spitzer

In Memory Of:

Beth El Israel Fund
In Honor Of:

Esther and Elliot Wilner’s birthdays by Nancy and Herb
Rosenthal and Sandy and Abe Lubin

Building Fund

In Memory Of:

Benjamin Miller by Phyllis and Elliott Dickler

Cantor’s Fund

In Honor Of:

Abe Lubin’s birthday by Shoshannah and Michael Freilich,
Howard and Tricia Sachs, and Alan and Debra Birnkrant
Asa Fradkin by Sabina Shalom
Birth of Charlie Gilbertson, grandson of Debby Reiser and
Bart Widom, by Cary and Nancy Feldman
Myer Kahn on his milestone birthday by Susan and Lewis
Winarsky
Robert Judson by Lane Potkin and Jodie Jacobs
In Memory Of:
Ben Kirsch by Laurence S. and Celia Goldman Kirsch
Ethel Berman, mother of Jackie Berman-Gorvine, by Donna
Saady

In Memory Of:

Disabled Access Fund
In Memory Of:

Karen Lipkind by Donna Saady

General Fund
By:

Esther Sherman
In Honor Of:
Hanukkah celebration with our children and grandchild, the
Rothschild family, by Herbert and Marie Rothschild
Eileen and Jonathan Kay and family by Burt Liebowitz
Elliot and Esther Wilner’s birthdays by Jose and Tutti Sokol, Pat
and Jerry Danoff, and Sophie Haas
In celebration of Hazzan and Sandy Lubin’s birthdays by
Sophie Haas
Michlean Amir by Harriet Gerber
Susan King for receiving the Sisterhood Torah Fund Award by
Joe and Margie Hoffman
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Contributions Continued
The aufruf of Rebecca Kaplan and Adam Levy by Alan and
Debra Birnkrant
The planning committee for the Kol Haneshama High Holiday
Services by Lewis and Susan Winarsky
In Memory Of:
Anna Boman by Julian and Iris Tishkoff
Annie Sherman by Libby Gordon
Benjamin Lerner by Reina Lerner
Cindy Hankin by Joe and Margie Hoffman
Corinne Teller by Rob Fersh and Sharon Markus and Selma
Barron
Dolores Dobrow, mother of Leslie Dellon, by Carole Kaminsky,
Donna Vogel and David Margulies, and Jerry and Pat Danoff
Edward Fohrman by Elizabeth Fohrman Zorowitz
Erika R. Behrend by Jon and Susan Jerison
Frank Ochman by Mark and Joanne Weinberg
Fred Schulman by Richard and Sharon Schulman
Jacob Shapiro by Annabelle Band
Jacques Perez by Paul and Yvonne Mirengoff
Judy and Itz Fine, my beloved parents, by Milan Kubic and
Leesa Fine
Klare Heinemann, aunt of Howard Stein, by Howard and Holly
Stein
Leo Eule by Norman L. Eule
Marie Schlesinger by Benjamin Schlesinger
Minnie Derkay by Lee and Gloria Derkay
Morris Abrams by the Olchyk family
Nathan and Paula Super, my parents, by Susan and Jeffrey Super
Nathan Zagoria by Etta Kline
Ralph Futterman by Craig and Judy Futterman
Renee Klein by Richard and Diane Klein
Sally Minker, daughter of Jack Minker, by Lewis and Susan
Winarsky
Stella Cernea by Andrei and Lauren Cernea
Theodore J. Schatz by Stuart and Linda Schatz
Thomas P. Gold by Harvey Gold

Library Fund

Green Tikkun Fund

Prayer Book Fund

In Honor Of:

Aufruf and wedding of our daughter, Rebecca Kaplan, to Adam
Levy by Don Kaplan and Evelyn Karson

Groner Camp Ramah Scholarship Fund
In Honor Of:

Erwin Groner’s second bar mitzvah by Sandy and Abe Lubin
In Memory Of:
Eugene Eisenberg by Allen Eisenberg
Fridl Schlesinger, my mother, by Eric Schlesinger
Simon Glatz by Tammy Glatz Landy

Israel Experience Teen Fund
In Honor Of:

Oliver Ferber on his bar mitzvah and my aliyah by Doris
Povich
In Memory Of:
Anna Berger, my mother-in-law, by Bea Berger
Eve Tishkoff by Julian and Iris Tishkoff
Murray Marcus, my father, by Lesli Marcus Gillman
Walter H. Solomon by Steve Solomon

Kimball Nursery School Fund
In Memory Of:

Masha Gabry, mother of Jerry Gabry, by Mona and Jerry Gabry
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By: Alan Orenstein
In Memory Of:

Goldie H. Press, my mother, by Ann Barcome
Morris and Roslyn Marlin and Mickey Falb by Rob and June
Falb
Shulamit Shafrir’s mother by Religious School Faculty

Mazon

In Honor Of:

Aufruf and wedding of our daughter, Rebecca Kaplan, to Adam
Levy by Don Kaplan and Evelyn Karson
Sandy and Arthur Becker’s 60th wedding anniversary by
Shoshannah and Michael Freilich
In Memory Of:
Estelle Loeb, beloved stepmother of Judy Blank, by Ace and
Linda Lipson
Jack Berkowitz, father of Judy Zassenhaus, by Judy and Murray
Blank
Robert Einzig by Bert and Judy Spector

Mintz Landscaping Fund
In Memory Of:

Harry Wilder, father of Mitzi Goldman, by Max and Mitzi
Goldman
Tillie Goldman, mother of Max Goldman, by Max and Mitzi
Goldman

Morning Minyan Fund
In Honor Of:

Elliot Wilner’s special birthday by Amy and Gene Goott
In Memory Of:
Harry Minker by Jack Minker
Martha Geller, my mother, by Suzanne Strauss
Mary Fried by Fran and Robert Rubin
Reuven and Wolf Gendelman by Borys Gendelman
Samuel Drucker by Irwin and Hellaine Nepo
Sylvia Cantor, my mother, by Judy Goldman
In Honor Of:

Amy Abel and Aaron Temin’s 30th anniversary by Jane Abel
In Memory Of:
Abraham Gutmann by Howard Lesser and Hanna Gutmann
Ruth Gutmann by Howard Lesser and Hanna Gutmann

Rabbi’s Fund

In Honor Of:

Rabbi Harris by Linda Orenstein
Rabbi Werbin for leading the service for the unveiling for
Rosalie Shapiro by Melvyn Shapiro
Rabbi Emeritus William Rudolph by Craig Yokum
Rabbi Rudolph for officiating at the naming of my
granddaughter, Harper Pearl Nadel, daughter of Jennifer and
Adam Nadel, by Helen Kanovsky
Elle Lipson’s baby naming and Rabbi Harris’s blessing by Ace
and Linda Lipson
In Memory Of:
Anna Dickler by Elliott and Phyllis Dickler
Arthur Block by Cheryl and Herbert Baraf
Barney Krosnick by Phyllis and Jeffrey Lavine
Bertha Gomberg Kirsch by Laurence and Celia Kirsch
Carola Shapiro, my beloved mother, by Yael Greenberg
Ericka Kaplan by Rosalie Sporn
Goldie Margolis, beloved grandmother, by Dov and Sharon

Contributions Continued
Margolis Apfel
Gunter and Sylvia Chapin by Joel Simon
Harriett Cohen by Carl Cohen and Wendy Rubinstein
Irene Golden, beloved aunt, by Jerome Wernick
Josepha Cohen by Sandra Cohen
Karen Lipkind, a kind and giving person, by Sarah Kalser and
Judy Goldman
Marie Ann Forster by Stanley and Dena Forster
Mendel Goldberg by Harriet Weinstein
Morris Abrams by Edward and Debra Bloom
Philip Florin by the Florin/Thomashauer family
Sara Socher by Jorge and Sharona Sapoznikow
Sarley Max Feldman by Elliot J. and Lily Gardner Feldman
Steven Fefferman by Michael and Adeen Postar
Sydney Ratcliffe by Mimi Blitz
William Davis by Libby Gordon

In Memory Of:

Estelle Loeb, Judy Blank’s stepmother, by Barry and Barbara
Friedman

Sisterhood Shiva Meal Fund
In Memory Of:

Edward Henry, my dear father, by Tricia Sachs
George Barron by Karyl Barron and Jeffrey Moak
Henrietta Dewald by Michele Herman
Karen Lipkind by Julia Copperman

Sisterhood Torah Fund
In Honor Of:

All the hard work the Shabbaton Committee did to make a
wonderful day for all the participants by Shoshannah and
Michael Freilich
Helene Weisz and the cookbook cochairs by Marsha Colten

Samuel Scolnic Adult Institute Fund

Social Action Fund

Stephanie and Jack Ventura for their dedication to the Scolnic
Institute and to Beth El by David and Ilene Jacobowitz and
Lewis and Susan Winarsky
In Memory Of:
Anna Hammer, mother of Ilene Jacobowitz, by David and Ilene
Jacobowitz
Richard Marcus by Judith Marcus
Romayne Nogi, beloved mother of Susan Winarsky, by Susan
and Lewis Winarsky
Sarah Cherkas, my beloved mother, by Rhoda Nichaman
Sarah Dogawitz by David and Ilene Jacobowitz
Suzanne Winarsky, beloved mother of Lewis Winarsky, by Susan
and Lewis Winarsky

Aufruf and wedding of our daughter, Rebecca Kaplan, to Adam
Levy by Don Kaplan and Evelyn Karson
Debbie Feinstein’s Outstanding Community Advocate Award
by Tami and Michael Simon
Beth El’s incredible Mitzvah Day 2017 Cochairs Donna
Shimshi and Jon Polon by Sheryl Rosensky Miller
In Memory Of:
Milton Goldstein by Steven and Susan Goldstein

In Honor Of:

Senior Caucus Fund
In Memory Of:

Albert Povich, my beloved husband, by Doris Povich

Dr. Elaine L. Shalowitz Education Fund
In Memory Of:

Sally Minker, favorite classmate, by Donna Saady

Simos Music Fund
In Memory Of:

Leah Glick, beloved mother of Scott Glick, by Scott and
Debbie Glick

Sisterhood Kesher Nashim Fund
In Honor Of:

Amy Abel and Aaron Temin’s 30th anniversary by Jane Abel
Susan King receiving Torah Fund Award by Lewis and Susan
Winarsky
In Memory Of:
Abraham Bernstein, my beloved father, by Lewis and Susan
Winarsky

In Honor Of:

Elaine Tanenbaum Religious School Enrichment Fund
In Memory Of:

Bertha Schwartz, mother of Harryette Deckelbaum, by Robert
Deckelbaum

Torah Scroll Fund
In Honor Of:

Michelle Hainbach and Susan Jerison for organizing a
wonderful woman’s Shabbaton by Howard and Tricia Sachs
Susan King’s Torah Fund Award by Beth El Sisterhood
In Memory Of:
Jack Bodner, father of Jonathan Bodner and grandfather of Jack
and Liam Bodner, by the Bodner family

Transportation Fund
In Honor Of:

Donna Saady’s 60th birthday by Rose Saady
Mitchell Solkowitz’s kindness by Jose and Tutti Sokol
The Beth El staff and clergy by Rose Saady
In Memory Of:
Ernestine Goldstein, beloved mother of Judith Levin, by
Jonathan and Judith Levin
Haim and Nina Catz by Charlotte Catz
Samuel Saady, beloved husband, by Rose Saady

Wolf Israel Quest Fund

Sisterhood Kiddush Fund

In Memory Of:

Aufruf and wedding of our daughter, Rebecca Kaplan, to Adam
Levy by Don Kaplan and Evelyn Karson
Craig Dreilinger and Amanda Ford on the birth of their
grandson, Evan Brady Einhorn, by Barry and Barbara
Friedman
Susan King receiving the Torah Fund Award by Barry and
Barbara Friedman and Judith and Stanley Baldinger

Young Equality Fund

In Honor Of:

Fay Yudkovitz Feibus by Howard Feibus
In Honor Of:

Aufruf and wedding of our daughter, Rebecca Kaplan, to Adam
Levy by Don Kaplan and Evelyn Karson

Youth Activities

In Memory Of:

Corrine Teller by Alan Golden and Nancy Grunley
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Bulletin Board
Mazal Tov to

Hope and Carey Heller on the birth of their son, Nathan
Myles, brother of Samuel
Myer Kahn on his milestone birthday
Evelyn Karson and Don Kaplan on the marriage of Rebecca
Kaplan and Adam Levy
Lois Zuckerman and Steve Levy on the engagement of their
daughter, Hannah Rae Levy, to Andrew Bierman Gruhin
Martha and Yuli Wexler on the birth of their grandson, Max
Ezekiel Khitrik, son of Cantor Becky Wexler Khitrik and
Alex Khitrik

Condolences to

Joyce Abrams, on the death of her husband, Morris Abrams,
father of David and Annette Abrams and Susan Abrams,
grandfather of Tyler, Eric, and Hannah Abrams, and greatgrandfather of Eli Abrams
Leslie and Jim Dellon on the death of Leslie’s mother, Dolores
Dobrow, grandmother of Rachel Dellon Rebstock and
Brian Dellon.
Monique and Steven Koppel on the death of Monique’s mother,
Georgette Edri, grandmother of Erin, Amit, and Mia Koppel.
Barbara and Mark Rabin on the death of Barbara’s mother,
Edith Rosenstock

Send submissions to the Scroll to scroll@bethelmc.org
naturally to form Dor L’Dor. To participate and share pizza with
the preschoolers, RSVP to Susan Bruckheim at 301-320-4404, or
susan.bruckheim@gmail.com, or to Ricardo Munster at 301-6528569, ext. 316, or rmunster@bethelmc.org.
Senior Caucus Brown Bag lunch, Thursdays, January 10
and 25, noon. Come and socialize with your friends and enjoy
refreshments and dessert.
Senior Caucus Luncheon Program, Thursday, January 18.
Lunch starts at noon. Following lunch, we will have another of
Len Topper’s opera presentations. On this occasion, we will screen
the famous opera “Cavalleria Rusticana,” considered one of the
classic operas that remains largely popular even today. Placido Domingo will be starring, with the Orchestra of La Scala conducted
by George Pretry and directed by Franco Zefirelli. Cost of lunch
is $10. To RSVP for lunch, contact Ricardo Munster at 301-6522606, ext. 316, or rmunster@bethelmc.org, by Tuesday, January
16. The program itself is free and begins after lunch, at 1:00 pm.
Bridge – the greatest game ever! Join us every Monday (except the 1st and 3rd Mondays in January) and Thursdays (except
the 3rd Thursday) from noon to 3:00 pm. Drop in and join a game;
no partner necessary. For information or transportation, contact
Ricardo Munster at 301-652-2606, ext. 316, or at rmunster@
bethelmc.org.

Noteworthy

Roundtable with the Rabbi, Wednesday, January 3, 2:00 pm.
Join us to celebrate January birthdays (yours and those of others)
with desserts, coffee, and a discussion led by Rabbi Harris. Birthday celebrants receive a special invitation, but all are welcome each
month.
Dor L’Dor, Thursday, January 4, noon. The Beth El Preschool
(BEPS) 4s class and a group of Beth El seniors blend together

Find Beth El on Social Media

Instagram

fb.me/congregation.beth.el

twitter.com/bethelmoco

instagram.com/bethelmoco

youtube.com/bethelmc

